‘Validated by Login VSI’ certification program
Introduction
This special program is aimed at all infrastructure vendors active in the VDI space that are committed to provide the best possible
performance and scalability to their customers. In these efforts they not only work with industry standard vendor independent testing
tools like Login VSI, but also execute the tests while maintaining the highest possible testing standards.
The right to use the ‘Validated by Login VSI’ logo, and the accompanying official written statement, are awarded by our technical
department. For this, the report and underlying test data will be reviewed by our technical staff to make sure the tests are clean and
the paper does not contain reporting mistakes.
The Login VSI testing standards and guidelines as documented (version march 3 2018) will be used as the guiding principle for the
‘Validated by Login VSI’ testing certification process.

The Validated by Login VSI – certification process will follow these steps:
1.

Before reviewing the document and underlying data, there will be an intake conversation to:

2.

Understand testing goals

3.

Understand testing environment

4.

Understand Login VSI functionality if not familiar with Login VSI

5.

Understand Login VSI configuration requirements and best practices

6.

Understand monitoring and analysis approach

7.

Understand documentation/reporting approach

Next, our technical staff will review the document and test data with a focus on Login VSI related aspects:
1.

Login VSI components

2.

Completeness of the documented test environment and process

3.

Raw Login VSI data

4.

Raw performance data (Perfmon, ESXtop, etc…)

5.

Omitted tests

6.

Reported data

7.

Conclusion correctness

Investment involved in the ‘Validated by Login VSI’ effort
This effort requires normally between three to five days of our technical staff and will be charged at regular consultancy rates. The
exact time required to perform all validations depends on the size, number and complexity of the tests executed and on the size and
complexity of the resulting report. The price quoted will include all mentioned involvement of our technical staff and all committed
marketing support.

Scope of the ‘Validated by Login VSI’ effort
The Validated by Login VSI declaration/certification means we have reviewed all of the above-mentioned aspects. Please note that the
contents of the entire white paper, including the conclusions and other interpretations of the data, will remain the sole responsibility
of the vendor. Please note that we will not validate the entire technical test environment used, but only can and will validate the Login
VSI test tool related aspects as reported in the white paper (Login VSI analyzer, the Login VSI launchers, Login VSI raw data, Login
VSImax and Login VSIbase or baseline).

Reporting of the ‘Validated by Login VSI’ effort
The findings of the above-mentioned reviews done by our technical team will be documented in an official ‘Login VSI test validation
statement’. Dependent on the results of our review one of three types of statements may be generated:
1.

the Login VSI related testing and reporting has been approved (with or without a possible limitation)

2.

the Login VSI related testing and/or reporting of results has been rejected

3.

the Login VSI related testing and reporting of results could not satisfactorily be assessed

When approved, the findings will be formulated in an official statement like this:
Validated by Login VSI’ official statement, Amsterdam, Month Day Year
Login VSI was asked to review the below mentioned white paper with respect to the following aspects:
1.

Login VSI components

2.

Completeness of the documented test environment and process

3.

Raw Login VSI data

4.

Raw performance data (Perfmon, ESXtop, etc…)

5.

Omitted tests

6.

Reported data

7.

Conclusion correctness

In our review of the (seven) above-mentioned aspects, Login VSI has found no indications of irregularities in the relevant Login VSI testing
infrastructure, the Login VSI tests executed, or the Login VSI test data and reports generated, to doubt or question the reliability of the Login
VSI related tests and resulting data as documented in the white paper “vendor white paper title”.
For this reason we award the following white paper: ‘’vendor white paper title’, by ‘vendor name’, created on ‘date’, with version number
‘version number’ with ‘The Validated by Login VSI’ certification. This certification includes the rights to use the ‘Validated by Login VSI’ logo
on the front of the white paper.
As our conclusions are based on the information that was handed to us by the vendor(s) involved, and Login VSI had no control of the
quality, correctness, or completeness of this information we will and cannot assume any responsibility for incorrect results or conclusions
caused by this.
Signed by: Login VSI person
Date and Place:
Signature:

Marketing support
The “Validated by Login VSI” program includes extended marketing support. You will get guaranteed placement on our website in the
top section, and a guaranteed top location in our newsletter. When the “Validated by Login VSI” papers are used in webinars to your
own prospect databases, we offer to participate with a Login VSI introduction.

For more information
For more information mail marketing@loginvsi.com or contact your Login VSI sales representative.

Login VSI, Inc.
300 Tradecenter
Suite 3460
Woburn, MA 01801
Phone: +1 844-828-3693

Login VSI B.V.
De Entree 85
1101 BH Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 20 705 1200
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